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The General Manager 
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Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 
PO Box 1 199, 
Dickson ACT 2602 

P&O Automotive & General 
Stevedoring Pty Ltd 
ABN 46 123 021 492 
Level 9 
160 Sussex Street 
Sydney NSW 2000 
GPO Box 4084 
Sydney NSW 2001 

Tel: +61 2 9364 8400 
Fax: +61 2 9364 8379 

Dear Sir, 

Please find attached documents in support of a submission by P&O Automotive & General 
Stevedoring (POAGS) to Draft Determination A91023 "Application for Authorisation by The Federal 
Chamber of Automotive Industry on behalf of its members". 

POAGS was formerly known as P&O Ports and is the result of a purchase of a majority shareholding 
in P&O Ports from Dubai Ports World (DP World) by a consortium led by Kaplan Funds 
Management. 

P&O Ports were invited to make a submission as an interested party after the initial application from 
FCAl but did not do so on the basis that it was in the middle of negotiations which resulted in the 
takeover described above. 

The supporting documentation consists of three documents: 
1. The submission 
2. Confidential annexure A - Comparative costing. 
3. Map of Sydney metropolitan area showing delivery zones and storage locations. 

POAGS lodges this submission on the basis that documents 2 and 3 contain confidential information 
and should not be released as public documents as part of the process. 
Should you require any additional information, I may be contacted at the above or the following: 
Email: don.smithwick@poports.com.au 

Yours Sincerely, 

Don Smithwick 
I 

Managing Director 

P&O Automotive & General Stevedoring 
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Submission to ACCC 

(In Respect of Draft Determination of Application A91023) 

Lodged by FCAI on behalf of its Members 

Summary: 
POAGS agrees with the ACCC’s draft determination to reject the first part of the application, being 
for “Authorisation to coordinate and disseminate its member’s views about the development of new 
facilities for the importation and exportation of motor vehicles into and out of Australia, including 
liaising with all relevant stakeholders in respect of such facilities”. 
POAGS disagrees with the ACCC’s draft determination in respect of part two of the application 
being: “Authorisation is also sought for the FCAI to negotiate model terms and conditions for the 
use of new and existing facilities by its members including the prices of services provided. Relevant 
facilities and service providers identified by the FCAI include shipping lines, ports, port facilities 
managers, stevedores, area hire services, pre-delivery (PDI) services and land transport” 
 

Background: 
P&O Ports did not respond the original request for submissions for the following reasons: 

• P&O Ports was a wholly owned subsidiary of Dubai Ports World (DP World) which was in 
negotiations to sell the P&O Ports business either partially or wholly at that time. 

• DP World has since sold a majority shareholding in the business to a consortium headed by 
Kaplan Funds Management. The business is now known as P&O Automotive & General 
Stevedoring (POAGS) 

. 
In the first instance, POAGS disagrees with a number of the assertions contained within the draft 
determination and will deal with the paragraphs of disagreement in the first instance by reference to 
the specific paragraphs, as much of the decision making rests upon the view of the industry formed 
by the ACCC and adjustment to that draft decision may be affected by the arguments put in respect 
of that view. 

Paragraphs of Contention: 

Automotive Ports 
2.11: It is the opinion of POAGS that the majority of the ports around Australia have the potential to 
handle motor vehicles but the decision on which ports are used is ultimately decided by the market, 
based on analysis of cost and convenience. It is however, not desirable to proliferate the actual 
number of ports handling motor vehicles for the following reasons: 

• The cost of each port development needs to be recovered. 
• The market size is not influenced by the number of ports used. 
• The more ports that are developed for this specific purpose, the higher cost per car as the 

market limitations are unrelated to ports used.  
• A berth which has the ability to handle Pure Car Carriers (PCC’s) may not necessarily have 

the ability to handle PCTC’s or RORO vessels. Under the most common arrangements, 
shipping lines charges are calculated on a port by port basis for the delivery of motor 
vehicles. Whilst the stevedoring charges are a per car rate, additional port calls for shipping 
lines result in additional charges in the form of port costs charged by the port corporations 
for the line with no increase in revenue, hence multiple calls are strongly opposed by the 
lines. 
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• Cross chartering by lines coupled with the fact that they already have multiple customers on 
the same vessel make scenarios like calling Newcastle for Honda for example then Port 
Kembla for Mitsubishi a sub-optimal outcome given that in this scenario, both Newcastle 
Port Corporation and Port Kembla Port Corporation will both charge pilotage, wharfage, etc 
based on the size of the ship, regardless of the number of vehicles discharged. Additionally 
lost time of a minimum of half a day per call will add to costs and alter international 
shipping schedules. 

Area Hire Services 
2.52 Refers to area hire services being provided by stevedores. This is not strictly correct as area 
hire services, depending on the particular berth may be provided by either facility managers or port 
corporations in common user berths, or stevedores. 

Pre-delivery Inspection Services 
Paragraphs 2.55 through to 2.60 refer to PDI operations and a distinction is made between on and 
off wharf operators. It should be noted that the exclusively off wharf operators are that by choice, 
responding to business models chosen by the individual importer. It is expected that the move to on 
wharf processing will accelerate with the transfer from Port Jackson to Port Kembla as the 
individual members of the FCAI review their logistics requirements individually and receive 
submission from the land based logistics service providers. It should also be noted that at least one 
of the PDI operators nominated as “off wharf” is also seeking space on wharf in the Fisherman 
Islands wharf precinct and in other ports. 

Land Transport 
Paragraph 2.61 refers to the use of rail and specifically “cartainers”. It should be noted that the term 
“cartainer” is not generic and refers to the automotive container developed by and for CEVA 
Logistics which is dimensionally different from those developed by Toll Automotive Logistics and 
Patrick Autocare but, all operate under permit from the state based road authorities. Generically, the 
automotive container’s use from port to dealer in the context of this application does not occur. The  
automotive containers were developed for rail application in long haul movements and is best suited 
to local manufacturing scenarios where deliveries occur nationally from a specific point of origin, 
usually the manufacturing plant. 
Paragraph 2.62 refers to the suitability of “cartainers” for use with other freight. The issue is not one 
of suitability but of permit restrictions. Where applications to operate automotive containers have 
been submitted, all state transport jurisdictions’ have permitted them for general access use, 
providing they are not used for “other freight”. NSW is the only exception, where approval has only 
been granted for vehicle transport only, on B-double routes only. This has the effect of restricting 
the dealer delivery component significantly in NSW; consequently, they have very limited 
application for dealer deliveries in that state. Factually the automotive containers restrictions come 
from its length. It is equivalent in width to a standard 2 pallet wide container and standard height 
clearances are achieved by the use of specifically designed low profile trailers. These trailers can 
carry normal containers but the automotive containers cannot be carried on a standard skeletal 
container. 

 
 

Existing arrangements for the importation and exportation of motor vehicles 
 
It is conceded in paragraph 3.5 that the FCAI members negotiate directly with, amongst others, the 
shipping lines. The diagram however, does not show the relationship that is established between the 
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individual FCAI member and the shipping line via the global decision making process that lands the 
car in Australia and the flow on effects from that relationship.  
Generally the parent company of the individual importer (from a position of power) negotiates 
global rates and shipping terms with the shipping line to get the motor vehicles to Australia and 
other countries around the word. The stevedores and facility providers publish tariffs and charges by 
port for shore based services which are charged to the shipping line and are usually passed back to 
the local importer because the parent companies usually choose liner terms, which mean the land 
based charges at the port of entry are the responsibility of the local subsidiary. In POAGS opinion, 
this relationship gives the individual importer/exporter ample opportunity to influence the rates and 
terms for the charges for which they are responsible as the parent company is able to exercise 
considerable control over both the terms and how the charges are disbursed.  
To then claim that they are parties to terms and charges over which they have no control in respect 
to stevedoring and area hire charges, POAGS believes, is not correct. If the individual importer is 
then given additional opportunity to exert significant market pressure via an FCAI collective, this 
would seem to be contradictory to any fair minded assessment of a reasonable balance. This 
additional pressure may also have the effect of causing the stevedore to enter into an agreement to 
which he may not ordinarily enter into.  
Another exclusion from both the dialogue and the diagram is the rates and terms for all the port 
charges levied by the port corporations on the shipping lines and passed back to the importers. 
These charges are the subject of regular discussions between the port corporations and are not 
subject to the scrutiny of the ACCC or any other regulatory body. POAGS agrees that the FCAI has 
no input into these charges and supports their position in respect of these charges. POAGS also 
believes that many of the port corporations have changed their terms recently with leased berths in 
that maintenance of the facilities was the responsibility of the port corporations and was included in 
the site occupancy charges levied. This responsibility has now been passed on to the site occupier 
with no reduction in charges. It then becomes an additional cost of operation so must be built into 
the charging regime of the berth operator who needs to recoup these additional costs. 

The FCAI’s submission in support of its application 
The FCAI appears to rely heavily on the Dawson report for arguments in support of its position 
regarding the decision to relocate the motor vehicle import trade to Port Kemble being sub-optimal 
and is referred to in paragraphs 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10. As the Dawson report has not been made publicly 
available it is impossible to comment on the veracity of the assertions contained within but, POAGS 
has prepared its own preliminary costings. A summary of those costings is attached as Confidential 
Annexure A. 
 

ACCC evaluation 
Paragraph 6.9 refers to the desirability of creating competition between the ports of Newcastle and 
Port Kembla and as a principle has merit but, in practice may be very different and is likely, in the 
opinion of POAGS to add to costs directly if it were to eventuate. By way of illustration a 
comparative table of port capital cost is included overleaf for the dual development of Newcastle and 
Port Kembla. The figures quoted are not absolute and in the case of Newcastle represents a “best 
guestimate” by POAGS of the likely cost of development required on the site for stevedoring only. 
In any event the estimated capital cost, be it over or under, the quantum may change but the principle 
does not. The compound increase in volume of 3.5% over the period may also be optimistic. 
This table represents a straight capital cost recovery over a twenty year period and ignores the 
requirement to fund and provide a return on the development and also ignores the cost of developing 
PDI and storage facilities at Newcastle. 
Additionally the port charges to call at both ports plus a minimum loss of steaming time of at least 
half a day per call will impact negatively on shipping line costs and must ultimately reflect in 
increased charges per car back to the individual importer. 
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POAGS understands that all the car carrying lines have already committed to the relocation to Port 
Kembla so any future development at Newcastle will result this hypothetical scenario becoming a 
distinct possibility. 
 

      Development Costs (est.) 
Capital Cost of Dual Port Development $140,000,000 $220,000,000 
     Split Split 
      50% 50% 

Year Growth Year on 
Year 

Total Imports 
into NSW Port Kembla Newcastle 

2001 Base 182,622     
2002 4.4% 190,740     
2003 16.0% 221,188     
2004 4.4% 230,996     
2005 8.5% 250,730     
2006 -6.5% 234,539     
2007 4.5% 245,093     
2008 3.5% 253,672 126,836 126,836 
2009 3.5% 262,550 131,275 131,275 
2010 3.5% 271,739 135,870 135,870 
2011 3.5% 281,250 140,625 140,625 
2012 3.5% 291,094 145,547 145,547 
2013 3.5% 301,282 150,641 150,641 
2014 3.5% 311,827 155,914 155,914 
2015 3.5% 322,741 161,371 161,371 
2016 3.5% 334,037 167,018 167,018 
2017 3.5% 345,728 172,864 172,864 
2018 3.5% 357,829 178,914 178,914 
2019 3.5% 370,353 185,176 185,176 
2020 3.5% 383,315 191,658 191,658 
2021 3.5% 396,731 198,366 198,366 
2022 3.5% 410,617 205,308 205,308 
2023 3.5% 424,988 212,494 212,494 
2024 3.5% 439,863 219,931 219,931 
2025 3.5% 455,258 227,629 227,629 
2026 3.5% 471,192 235,596 235,596 
2027 3.5% 487,684 243,842 243,842 

Total (assumed 3.5% 
growth) 7,173,750 3,586,875 3,586,875 

Cost In additional Capital $19.52 $39.03 $61.33 

     
Average over two ports (per 
car) $50.18     

Increased Capital cost (per car) $30.67 157.1%   
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ACCC evaluation (cont) 
POAGS believes that paragraph 6.10 is most unlikely to occur as almost all new plant development 
is taking place in low wage Asian or former Eastern Block countries. Australia has been closing 
assemble plants consistently for the last thirty years and POAGS believes this trend is likely to 
continue. 
 
In paragraph 6.13 ACCC explores the likelihood of Patrick competing with it’s 50% owned 
subsidiary AAT, as raised in the original FCAI submission. It is important to recognise that AAT is 
not a stevedore, Patrick is. It should be noted that the reason why there are two separate berths in 
Port Jackson for motor vehicles is because the W.W.L. RoRo ships cannot berth at Glebe Island due 
to insufficient quay length and the lack of shed space available, consequently any suggestions 
regarding competition, or lack of it, in this regard are in POAGS view, totally incorrect. 
 
The assertion in paragraphs 6.18 and 6.19 that there are significant barriers to entry for stevedoring, 
POAGS believes has relevance on three different levels: 

• On leased berths the barriers to entry are significant 
• On common user berths there are standard charges that apply to any prospective stevedore 

plus all equipment required needs to be supplied by the stevedore requiring capital 
investment, barriers to entry could best be described as moderate 

• Where a facility manager has been appointed, the barriers to entry are considerably lower as 
the facility manager invests in the site and equipment required to discharge vessels and 
recovers that by way of published hire charges across all or any stevedores wishing to use 
the berth. This results in higher utilisation and lower unit cost. 

• The point of reference used being;”ACCC container Stevedoring monitoring report No. 8 
November 2006 at p.51” is not particularly relevant as this application relates to the 
importation and exportation of motor vehicles only and is not related to container terminal 
operations. 

 
 
In paragraph 6.21 the issue of single port operators versus the scale of national stevedores is 
canvassed and whilst there may be some validity to the statement it is not necessarily the case which 
can be verified by the operations of NSS in Townsville, Mackay and Gladstone and Newcastle 
Stevedores and Illawarra Stevedores who are a among a group of quite successful smaller port 
stevedores. Additionally, the open access regime operated by facility managers provides the 
opportunity to compete in stevedoring port by port with little or no capital investment. 
 
The comments on supply side suitability in paragraph 6.22 whilst partly valid do not cover off the 
significant issue of incompatibility between container and automotive stevedoring in the area of 
OH&S in that automotive stevedoring requires significant volumes of foot traffic in discharge and 
loading onto road transport. In the opinion of POAGS, this poses significant risk when car 
stevedoring and transport is indispersed with container handling. This has resulted in the need to 
develop container terminals specifically for that purpose. It is also preferable but not always possible 
to split break bulk cargo from automotive. 
 
Paragraph 6.28 goes again to the issue of on and off wharf processing (PDI) providers and whilst this 
is currently the case it will change in the short term and is in fact a direct result of market demand 
and the innovative service offerings of Patrick Autocare and Prix Car. It is true to assert that after 
initial expressions of interest Glebe Island was closed to further on wharf processing due entirely to 
space constraints. 
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Paragraph 6.32 covers the issue of the availability of sufficient land in close proximity to the port as 
a barrier to entry and asserts that it is not economically viable to establish PDI facilities too far 
removed from the port. This is substantially correct as there is always a direct trade off between the 
cost of land and the land logistics cost. More importantly, to understand the relativities between the 
cost of storage in a PDI facility and the equivalent cost of parking in a multi storey car park in a 
CBD is the real driver as to land requirements. The likely difference in terms of charges per car/day 
in a multi storey car park is closer to 17 times the average revenue charged in a PDI facility. 
Therefore the need for large tracts of land for PDI storage is a direct result of the cost of the capital 
development versus the rates negotiated by the FCAI members rather than the need for the land 
itself. 
 
In paragraph 6.37 the aggregation of business by the local manufacturers with their imported units 
with one supplier is noted. This is not the case with Holden who have different suppliers for local 
production and imported vehicles. It is the view of POAGS that one or more of the other local 
manufacturers will look to split these off into separate contracts in the foreseeable future. This may 
be driven partly, by a concern that the land based logistics suppliers are better able to exercise 
equality in negotiations with the motor vehicle manufacturers than was the case in the past. POAGS 
also believes that it is also a direct result of the high capital cost of equipment and short contract 
terms offered by the manufacturers.  This point is well made in paragraph 6.39 as the necessity to 
invest significant amounts of capital to handle the total vehicle logistics of a local manufacturer plus 
their imported vehicles is unlikely to gain board approval as there is significant risk to capital in a 3 
to 5 year contract term. The final point regarding increasing market tendency to aggregate the land 
based services is therefore correct for the small to medium importers but not correct for the large, 
mainly local manufacturers. 
 
Paragraphs 6.46 and 6.47 go to the claim by FCAI that its members are unable to identify the most 
appropriate port for importing and exporting motor vehicles. POAGS believes that this assertion is 
incorrect as the majority of importers conduct regular reviews in conjunction with their land based 
logistics providers. In POAGS view, the FCAI would have great difficulty in conducting general 
reviews as the varied needs of the individual importer and the varied solutions offered by the land 
logistics providers complicate any overview but all of the tier one suppliers and the majority of the 
importers have the internal skills required to conduct such reviews. Additionally POAGS has formed 
the view that there is a genuine reluctance by both tier one suppliers and the individual importers to 
share commercial in confidence information in a public forum. We believe there are several reasons 
for this: Firstly, the high level of awareness regarding collusive conduct under the Trade Practices 
Act and: Secondly, based on the business imperative to try to gain commercial advantage over other 
industry competitors and/or tier one suppliers. This is evidenced by the difficulties encountered by 
the FCAI in gaining sufficient information on costing for the Port Kembla/Newcastle case study.  
 

ACCC’s view 
 
Paragraph 6.69 makes the point that that the port facilities managers and stevedores negotiate 
directly with shipping lines but the submission from FCAI, contends that they have no input to those 
negotiations directly. POAGS believes that this is a narrow interpretation given that the FCAI 
members  already have the opportunity via the parent company to change the terms from liner terms 
to include all discharge and port costs if they so desired. 
It is the view of POAGS that to make those negotiations a two tiered process because one party in 
the first tier is not being able to commit on behalf of its members as it would likely constitute a 
collective negotiation, will make it an unnecessarily complicated process and is likely to add further 
to transactional costs given that the stevedores negotiated position would constitute a worst case 
scenario for the individual importers and they will most certainly try to improve the outcome 
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individually. Given the scope for control that POAGS believes already exists by the FCAI members, 
any greater degree of control is likely to skew the natural balance further in favour of the members 
of the FCAI.  
 
It is the strongly held view of POAGS that it sees no value in negotiating terms, conditions and rates 
with any party that cannot enter into a binding agreement as to the outcomes of those negotiations 
and has no business to offer in return for those negotiations. The most likely position would be for 
the stevedore/facility manager to try to negotiate an artificially high starting point for individual 
negotiations that will surely follow. Given that it may not then represent a genuine rate it POAGS 
believes that it may constitute price fixing. POAGS further believes that the only real leverage 
available to FCAI in such negotiations would be a collective boycott. 
 
At this time, no party is able to have any material affect on the charges levied by the port authorities 
as they are a state government gazetted charge.  
 
The decision as to which motor vehicles are landed at which particular port is a matter for 
negotiation between the shippers and the individual importers. POAGS believes that those 
negotiations are driven by the needs of the individual importer resulting from market segment 
participation and market share to achieve the best market penetration at the lowest cost and is 
counterbalanced by the economic imperative to limit the number of port calls by the shipping lines. 
For example a marque such as Subaru has good market penetration in rural whereas a brand like 
Alfa Romeo does not, so Subaru is much more likely to ship into a regional port like Townsville to 
reduce the high cost of land transport from Brisbane. Given that needs vary considerably across the 
FCAI membership spectrum, it further complicates the negotiation process for blanket conditions 
and a one size fits all approach. 
 
Under Paragraph 6.128 POAGS fails to see how the FCAI can conduct “arms length negotiations” 
on behalf of the importers as normal practice is to include appointed members on to various 
committees to represent the interests of the majority of members. Usually the larger members who 
are generally better resourced represent on these committees. We believe that a potentially, a 
member could put his individuals company’s interest in front of those of the other members.  
By way of a hypothetical situation and POAGS is not suggesting that this would occur but it may be 
in the interests of a member who represents in collective negotiations, to accept a proposal that 
represents a worse position than it may be able to achieve in individual negotiations. It would be 
reasonable to expect that if stevedores and facility providers were to enter into negotiations with 
FCAI representatives and given that the FCAI has put a position that the stevedores and facility 
providers be bound by those negotiations as a maximum price, in POAGS view, that price will more 
likely become the de-facto effective rate that the smaller importers will pay for the services, leaving 
the bigger importer to capitalise on that position. Providing they are all good faith negotiations no 
problems should exist but the perception may be something entirely different and the potential for a 
public detriment exists. 
 
The position of POAGS is that the ACCC should reaffirm the first part of its draft determination. It 
should also reverse the second part of the draft determination but give consideration to the lack of 
accountability by the various ports corporations in its final determination. 



Confidential Annexure A - Comparative Costing 
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